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Animal crossing city folk hairstyle guide

AC:CF Hairstyle Guide In the City, when you go to Shampoodle and talk to Harriet, after paying for 3,000 bells, you can change your haircut, anywhere from style to color. Cute hairstyles guy cute path -&gt; it's not at all! --&gt; I bet I am! Cute -&gt; not at all! --&gt; not so cute -&gt; Totally! --&gt;... darlin ' Cute -&gt; Totally! --&gt; I might be less interested in
Style Cool - Subtle Strange - Funky Cute - Cute Fresh - Thin Path Grown -&gt; Big Brother --&gt; Um, receive it? Raised --&gt; older brother --&gt; Um, give it? Growing up -- &gt; businessman -- &gt; I'm going to risk him growing up -- &gt; man of the blue -- because I'm lee! Refined style - Fresh Fresh Fresh - Gaudy Funky - Refined Fresh - Fancy Crazy Path
Crazy! --&gt; sure! --&gt; Movie Star! Crazy! --&gt; sure! --&gt; Rock Star! Crazy! --&gt; no. All. --&gt; yes, totally crazy! --&gt; no. All. --&gt; No, only Style Cool happens - Fancy Strange - Striking Gaudy - Striking Subtle - Refined Girl Hairstyles Cute Path Cute -&gt; It's not at all! --&gt; Exit! Cute -&gt; not at all! --&gt; going home. Cute -&gt; a T! --&gt; Yep Cute
--&gt; a T! --&gt; Ew, no! Cute style - Cool Cute - Strange Funky - Cute Fresh - Funky Share A player after having their haircut In Wild World, City Folk and New Leaf, the player can change their character's hairstyle by visiting Harriet at Shampoodle. Style and color are determined through a series of questions. When you get a haircut or makeover, Harriet
will push a button, and a large hairdryer device that covers the player's entire head. After a few seconds, it opens. The player will always have a shocked look on their face when the action is complete. Drive Wild World Boys Hairstyle First Second Third Every Day! Hot... Grin and hello! Every day! Hot... Ignore them! Every day! Sweaty! Oh yes! Every day!
Sweaty! №. Great nights! Well, duh! Power ballad! Great nights! Well, duh! RAWK! Great nights! Unfortunately... I'd rather not. Unfortunately... I'm embarrassed! Girls Hairstyle First Second Third Every Day! Hot... Grin and hello! Every day! Hot... Ignore them! Every day! Sweaty! Oh yes! Every day! Sweaty! №. Great nights! Well, duh! Power ballad! Great
nights! Well, duh! RAWK! Great nights! Unfortunately... I'd rather not. Unfortunately... I'm embarrassed! Colors Hair Colors 'Warm' colors 'Cool' colors Safe Mysterious Lighthearted Young Fiery Lush Flirty Radiant Unlocking opposite haircuts Gender The player must get every single haircut of their kind. City Folk Boys Hairstyle First Second Third Cute! Not at
all! You bet! Cute! Not at all! Not so much. Cute! Totally! Absolutely not... Treasure! Cute! Totally! I interest less. Grew up! Brother! Um, get it? Grew up! Brother! Um, come on? Grew up! Businessman! I'm going to risk it! Grew up! Businessman! I'm leaving! Crazy! Sure! Movie star! Crazy! Sure! Rock star! Crazy! Not. All! Yes, absolutely! Crazy! Not. All! No,
it's it Happens. Girls Hairstyle First Second Third Cute! Not at all! Out! Cute! Not at all! Going home... Cute! To a T! Yes! Cute! To a T! Ew, no! Grew up! Elegant! Receive! Grew up! Elegant! To give! Grew up! Seductive! That's the idea! Grew up! Seductive! I'll say, Back! Only! Come in! A pop star! Only! Come in! A model! Only! Zero interest! No, it takes work.
Only! Zero interest! Totally! Colors Hair Colors 'Warm' colors 'Cool' colors Safe Mysterious Lighthearted Fresh Fiery Attractive Flirty Radiant Unlocking opposite haircuts Gender The player must get 14 haircuts of their kind. New Leaf Boys Hairstyle First Second Third Loose and Wavy! Relaxed freedom! Loose and wavy! Confident fluency! Elegant side! I'm a
role model! Elegant side! I like to be left alone! He's on the messy side! I wish I could clean it! He's on the messy side! It's on purpose! My room is clean! I like my hair in style! My room is clean! Natural is better! I mean it! Fight and overcome! I mean it! Grin and put up with it! I'm a troublemaker! I'm going to settle down! I'm a troublemaker! Rebellious for life!
Company! Fresh! Company! Vintage! Private! It's a party! Private! It's a date! Girls Hairstyle First Second Third Loose and Wavy! Relaxed freedom! Loose and wavy! Floating fluency-fairy! Elegant side! I'm a role model! Elegant side! I like to be left alone! He's on the messy side! I wish I could clean it! He's on the messy side! It's on purpose! My room is clean!
I like my hair in style! My room is clean! Natural is better! I mean it! Fight and overcome! I mean it! Grin and put up with it! I'm a troublemaker! I'm going to settle down! I'm a troublemaker! Rebellious for life! Company! Fresh! Company! Vintage! Private! It's a party! Private! It's a date! Colors Hair colors 'Natural' colors 'Intense' colors 'Bright' colors 1 Totally
black! Burning love Sweet love 2 Forest Clear sky 3 Deep sea New leaves 4 wings Moody Angel 5 In the middle 6 7 8 lightest color! Unlock opposite sex haircuts The player needs to get their hair cut 15 times in order to unlock the option to get a haircut that is classified as the opposite genre that the player inserted when they started the game. You don't
need to get every single different style in order to unlock opposite gender haircuts. Gallery A boy with CBB girl hairstyleAdd a photo to this Community Content gallery is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise indicated. A player after receiving a new hairstyle in Animal Crossing: City Folk. Starting with Animal Crossing: Wild World, the player has the
ability to change their cut of and hair color. Before Animal Crossing: New Horizons, it's done at Harriet's barber shop, Shampoodle. In Animal Crossing: Wild World, Shampoodle is available within Nookington, meaning the player will have to unlock Nookington before being able to change their In Animal Crossing: City Folk, Shampoodle returns to town and is
located on the right side of the city, along the alley. In Animal Crossing: New Leaf, Shampoodle must be unlocked again, after which he is on the right side of Main Street above the Able Sisters. In all three games, haircuts cost 3,000 bells, and can only be done once a day. In Animal Crossing: New Horizons, the player's hairstyle and color are selected at the
beginning of the game and can be changed at any time by interacting with a mirror. In games where you need to visit Shampoodle to change the player's hairstyle, answers to Harriet's questions will determine which hairstyle and color is received. In Animal Crossing: Happy Home Designer, players can freely change their hair at any time after unlocking the
styling machine. In Animal Crossing: Pocket Camp, the player is able to customize their hair in the Tutorial and settings menu. Players can also wear wigs in order to access additional hairstyles. While technically considered a type of headdress, wigs will match the player's current hair color. Hairstyles[edit] In Wild World[edit] Questions[edit] In Animal
Crossing: Wild World, Harriet's questions are as follows: Harriet: Hmm. Now tell me, sugar, when do you want your style to really come to life? Harriet: Do you like the sun? How does that make you feel? (if he answered every day.) Or I bet you're just the toast of every party, aren't you? (if he answered Great Nights!) Harriet will ask one of the following: If you
rushed to the salon and someone called you, what would you do? (if before he answered Every day. Are clothes important to you? (if he answered Every day. and then Sweaty!) If your ideal haircut were a song, what kind of song would it be? (if first answered Big nights! and then Well, duh!) Well, you want to tell me a little bit about your primping routine? (if
first he answered Great nights! and then Unfortunately...) Boy Hairstyles[edit] Type Appearance Answer to Question 1 Answer question 2 Answer question 3 Warm Buzz cut Every day. Warm... Grin and say hello! Self-secured hair with zigzag fringe Every day. Warm... Ignore 'em! Trendy Spiky front and back Every day. Sweaty! Oh yes! Laid Back Bowlcut
Every day. Sweaty! №. Approachable hair with fringe banged Big nights! Well, duh! Power ballad. Fun Loving tented hair Big nights! Well, duh! RAWK! Confident asymmetrical fringe Big nights! Unfortunately... I prefer not. Reserved spiky hair Big nights! Unfortunately... I'm embarrassed! Hairstyle girl[edit] Type Appearance Answer to question 1 Answer to
question 2 Answer to question 3 Hot Flicked hair Day. Warm... Grin and say hello! Self-Assured Wavy short hair Every day. Warm... Ignore 'em! Bun trendy Every day. Day. Oh yes! Laid Back Short bob Every day. Sweaty! Lol Approachable Hair Down, flicked ends Great nights! Well, duh! Power ballad. Fun Loving Ponytail Big nights! Well, duh! RAWK!
Pigtail confident Big nights! Unfortunately... I prefer not. Reserved Three Ponytails Big Nights! Unfortunately... I'm embarrassed! In City Folk[edit] Boy hairstyles[edit] Look Name What to say Hair with side fringe Cute &gt; Not at all! &gt; you can bet! Hair with blows at the end Cute &gt; Not at all! &gt; not so much hair with cute zigzag fringe &gt; Totally! &gt;...
darlin ' Bowlcut cute &gt; totally! &gt; Do I care less Buzz cut Grown up &gt; Big Brother &gt; Um, receive it? Spiky in front and behind Grown up &gt; Big Brother &gt; Um, give it? Hair with snated fringe grown &gt;'&gt; business &gt; risk that asymmetric fringe has grown &gt;'&gt; business that I'm leaving! Capelli tendeggiati Crazy &gt; Sure &gt; Movie star
Hair with 1 spike Crazy &gt; Sure &gt; Rock star Spiky hair Crazy &gt; Not. everything &gt; yes, totally smooth hair with Crazy &gt; Not fringe. everything &gt; No, it just happens girl hairstyles[edit] Look name what to say Ponytail Cute &gt; It's not at all! &gt; get out! Hair down with Cute fringe &gt; Not at all! &gt; coming home... Hair down, cute side fringe &gt;
one T! &gt; Yep Pigtails Carino &gt; one T! &gt; Ew, no! Hair down, fringe back Grown &gt; Elegant &gt; Receive Bun grown &gt; Elegant &gt; Give hair down, flicked ends up grown &gt; Alluring &gt; This is the idea Low ponytail grown &gt; Alluring &gt; I'll say back! Flickering hair &gt; and bring it up! &gt; Pop star Wavy short hair &gt; and Bring it up! &gt;
Model Three codeils Unique &gt; zero interest &gt; No, it takes work Short bob Unique &gt; zero interest &gt; Totally In New Leaf[edit] All New Leaf hairstyles are also available for players to choose from in Animal Crossing: Happy Home Designer and Animal Crossing: Pocket Camp. Hairstyle boy[edit] Look Name What to say Messy Extremely casual &gt;
Loose and wavy &gt; Laid-back extremely casual Ricci loose &gt; loose and wavy &gt; Confident fluency Extremely casual Spiky hair &gt; Elegant side &gt; I'm an extremely casual Undercut model &gt; Stylish side &gt; I like to be left alone Hair with a casual peak &gt; It's on the messy side &gt; I wish I could clean Spiky in front and behind Casual &gt; It's on
the messy side &gt; It's purposely hairy with hair fringe flicked Casual &gt; My room is clean &gt; I like style my hair curtaind casual hair &gt; My room is clean &gt; Natural is the best hair with formal zigzag fringe &gt; I'm very serious &gt; Fight and overcome formal Bowlcut &gt; I'm very serious Grin and bear it Hair with blows at the end Formal &gt; I'm a
problem maker &gt; I'll settle Buzz formal cut &gt; I'm a problem maker &gt; Rebel for life Hair with formal side fringe at the point of tense &gt; Business &gt; Fresh formal asymmetric fringe to the point of &gt; Business &gt; Vintage Smooth hair with formal fringe at &gt; &gt; it's a party party Formal at &gt; point of &gt; is a Random date! Formal at the point of
tense &gt; Private &gt; It's a secret Girl hairstyles[edit] Look at the name What to say Hair Down, flicked ends Extremely casual &gt; loose and wavy! &gt; Laid-back lentiity. Extremely casual wavy short hair &gt; loose and wavy! &gt; floaty-fairy fluency. Short bob Extremely casual &gt; stylish side! &gt; I'm a model! Shaggy pixie Extremely casual &gt; stylish!
&gt; I like to be left alone! Casual braids &gt; is on the messy side. &gt; I wish I could clean it. Three casual ponytails &gt; is on the messy side. &gt; it's on purpose! Ponytail Casual &gt; my room is clean! &gt; I like my hair in style! Casual flickering hair &gt; My room is clean! &gt; Natural is the best! Hair down, side fringe &gt; I'm very serious! &gt; Fight and
overcome! Hair down formal &gt; I'm very serious! &gt; Grin and put up with it! Low ponytail &gt; I'm a problem maker! &gt; I will settle down. Pixie cut formal &gt; I'm a problem maker! &gt; for life! Hair down with formal fringe at &gt; Business point! &gt; fresh! Hair down, fringe back Formal at &gt; Business point! &gt; Vintage! Formal bun at the point of teso
&gt; private! &gt; it's a party! Low formal tremegna at the point of tense &gt; private! &gt; It's a date. Formal random at the point of teso &gt; Private! &gt; It's a secret! Opposite gender hairstyles[edit] You can receive hairstyles of the opposite sex. In Wild World, Harriet will only offer this option to players who have received all hairstyles of their kind at least
once. In City Folk and New Leaf, players need to get a haircut 15 times before the option appears, but they don't need to get every style available. In Happy Home Designer, opposite-sex hairstyles will not be available during initial character creation, but can be selected later after unlocking the Styling Machine. There is no option for opposite gender
hairstyles in Pocket Camp. In New Horizons, the genre is referred to as style (English version only). Both styles are accessible to the player during character creation and onwards. Harriet suggesting a girl try to hairstyle a boy. A guy wearing a girl's hairstyle in City Folk. The head of the bed is a messy hairstyle that appears in Animal Crossing: City Folk, New
Leaf and New Horizons. It occurs when the player has not played for 15 days or more, or time travels more than two weeks back or forth. In games before New Horizons, if the player does not replace him with a new haircut, the villagers can comment on the player's hair, and it will be difficult to pass gracie's fashion control in City Folk. Harriet will also
comment when the player receives a new haircut to replace the head of the bed. In addition, the head of the bed will overwrite any other haircut that the player has, but it will not change the hair color. If the head of the bed overwrites a haircut of the opposite sex, it will become the style of the head of the gender bed. In New Horizons, since the hairstyle is
customizable via a mirror/vanity, the head of the bed is temporarily, to be replaced immediately with the hairstyle chosen by the player. This also unlocks the use of the bed head as a hairstyle option when personalizing the player's appearance. Unlike all standard New Leaf hairstyles, the bed head is not available in Animal Crossing: Happy Home Designer
and Pocket Camp. A guy with the head of the bed in City Folk. A girl with the head of the bed in City Folk. A girl with the head of the bed in New Leaf. A girl with a boy-style bedhead in City Folk. Hair colors[edit] In Wild World and City Folk[edit] Hair colors available in Wild World and City Folk Warm[edit] Safe: Light Brown Lighthearted: Blonde Fiery: Reddish
Orange Flirty: Pink Cool[edit] Mysterious: Dark Brown Fresh/Young: Blue Attractive/Lush: Green Radiant: White In New Leaf[edit] Hair colors available in New Leaf. Natural[edit] Slider at the top: Black Slider right below top: Dark Brown Slider Between center and top: Dark Red Slider right above center: Light Brown Slider in center: Gray slider right above the
bottom: Yellow Slider to bottom: Blonde Intense[edit] Burning Love: Red Forest: Green Deep sea: Blue Moody: Light Purple Bright[edit] Sweet love: Pink Clear sky: Sky blue
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